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Nature Loves to Hide - Shimon Malin 2012
Explaining the implications of quantum physics

for the nature of reality, Shimon Malin traces
strands of idealist thought from Plato and
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Plotinus through Whitehead to modern particle
physics.
Time Reborn - Lee Smolin 2013-04-23
In Time Reborn, Lee Smolin, one of our foremost
physicists and thinkers offers a radical new view
of the nature of time and the cosmos Nothing
seems more real than time passing. We
experience life itself as a succession of moments.
Yet throughout history, the idea that time is an
illusion has been a religious and philosophical
commonplace. We identify certain truths as
'eternal' constants, from moral principles to the
laws of mathematics and nature: these are laws
that exist not inside time, but outside it. From
Newton and Einstein to today's string theorists
and quantum physicists, the widest consensus is
that the universe is governed by absolute,
timeless laws. In Time Reborn, Lee Smolin
argues that this denial of time is holding back
both physics, and our understanding of the
universe. We need a major revolution in
scientific thought: one that embraces the reality

of time and places it at the centre of our
thinking. E may equal mc squared now, but that
wasn't always the case. Similarly, as our
understanding of the universe develops,
Newton's fundamental laws might not remain so
fundamental. Time, Smolin concludes, is not an
illusion: it is the best clue we have to
fundamental reality. Time Reborn explains how
the true nature of time impacts on us, our world,
and our universe. 'The strongest dose of clarity
in written form to have come along in decades.
The implications go far beyond physics, to
economics, politics, and personal philosophy.
Time Reborn places reality above theory in
stronger and clearer terms than ever before, and
the result is a path to better theory and
potentially to a better society as well. Will no
doubt be remembered as one of the essential
books of the 21st century' Jaron Lanier [Praise
for Lee Smolin's The Trouble With Physics]: 'The
best book about contemporary science written
for the layman that I have ever read . . . Read
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this book. Twice' Sunday Times 'Unusually broad
and deep . . . his critical judgments are
exceptionally penetrating' Roger Penrose 'Brave,
uniquely well-informed . . . does a tremendous
job' Mail on Sunday Lee Smolin is a theoretical
physicist who has made important contributions
to the search for quantum gravity. Born in New
York City, he was educated at Hampshire
College and Harvard University. Since 2001 he
is a founding faculty member at Perimeter
Institute for Theoretical Physics. His three
earlier books explore philosophical issues raised
by contemporary physics and cosmology. They
are Life of the Cosmos (1997), Three Roads to
Quantum Gravity (2001) and The Trouble with
Physics (2006). He lives in Toronto.
The Hidden Reality - Brian Greene 2011-01-25
The bestselling author of The Elegant Universe
and The Fabric of the Cosmos tackles perhaps
the most mind-bending question in modern
physics and cosmology: Is our universe the only
universe? There was a time when "universe"

meant all there is. Everything. Yet, a number of
theories are converging on the possibility that
our universe may be but one among many
parallel universes populating a vast multiverse.
Here, Briane Greene, one of our foremost
physicists and science writers, takes us on a
breathtaking journey to a multiverse comprising
an endless series of big bangs, a multiverse with
duplicates of every one of us, a multiverse
populated by vast sheets of spacetime, a
multiverse in which all we consider real are
holographic illusions, and even a multiverse
made purely of math--and reveals the reality
hidden within each. Using his trademark wit and
precision, Greene presents a thrilling survey of
cutting-edge physics and confronts the
inevitable question: How can fundamental
science progress if great swaths of reality lie
beyond our reach? The Hidden Reality is a
remarkable adventure through a world more
vast and strange than anything we could have
imagined.
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The Skeptics' Guide to the Universe - Dr.
Steven Novella 2018-10-02
An all-encompassing guide to skeptical thinking
from podcast host and academic neurologist at
Yale University School of Medicine Steven
Novella and his SGU co-hosts, which Richard
Wiseman calls "the perfect primer for anyone
who wants to separate fact from fiction." It is
intimidating to realize that we live in a world
overflowing with misinformation, bias, myths,
deception, and flawed knowledge. There really
are no ultimate authority figures-no one has the
secret, and there is no place to look up the
definitive answers to our questions (not even
Google). Luckily, The Skeptic's Guide to the
Universe is your map through this maze of
modern life. Here Dr. Steven Novella-along with
Bob Novella, Cara Santa Maria, Jay Novella, and
Evan Bernstein-will explain the tenets of
skeptical thinking and debunk some of the
biggest scientific myths, fallacies, and
conspiracy theories-from anti-vaccines to

homeopathy, UFO sightings to N- rays. You'll
learn the difference between science and
pseudoscience, essential critical thinking skills,
ways to discuss conspiracy theories with that
crazy co- worker of yours, and how to combat
sloppy reasoning, bad arguments, and
superstitious thinking. So are you ready to join
them on an epic scientific quest, one that has
taken us from huddling in dark caves to setting
foot on the moon? (Yes, we really did that.)
DON'T PANIC! With The Skeptic's Guide to the
Universe, we can do this together. "Thorough,
informative, and enlightening, The Skeptic's
Guide to the Universe inoculates you against the
frailties and shortcomings of human cognition. If
this book does not become required reading for
us all, we may well see modern civilization
unravel before our eyes." -- Neil deGrasse Tyson
"In this age of real and fake information, your
ability to reason, to think in scientifically
skeptical fashion, is the most important skill you
can have. Read The Skeptics' Guide Universe;
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get better at reasoning. And if this claim about
the importance of reason is wrong, The Skeptics'
Guide will help you figure that out, too." -- Bill
Nye
Plato's Pigs and Other Ruminations - M. D.
Usher 2020-10-15
The Greeks and Romans have been charged with
destroying the ecosystems within which they
lived. In this book, however, M. D. Usher argues
rather that we can find in their lives and thought
the origin of modern ideas about systems and
sustainability, important topics for humans today
and in the future. With chapters running the
gamut of Greek and Roman experience – from
the Presocratics and Plato to Roman agronomy
and the Benedictine Rule – Plato's Pigs brings
together unlikely bedfellows, both ancient and
modern, to reveal surprising connections. Lively
prose and liberal use of anecdotal detail,
including an afterword about the author's own
experiments with sustainable living on his sheep
farm in Vermont, add a strong authorial voice. In

short, this is a unique, first-of-its-kind book that
is sure to be of interest to anyone working in
Classics, environmental studies, philosophy,
ecology, or the history of ideas.
Cosmology, Ecology, and the Energy of God Donna Bowman 2012
Cosmology, Ecology, and the Energy of God
brings together process and postmodern
theologians who reflect on the topic of energy.
Approaches include dark energy in terms of
physics; social and ecological aspects of the
current energy use crisis; and connections
between human conceptions of energy and
divine spiritual energy in theological terms.
Existential Physics - Sabine Hossenfelder
2022-08-09
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “An
informed and entertaining guide to what science
can and cannot tell us.” —The Wall Street
Journal “Stimulating . . . encourage[s] readers to
push past well-trod assumptions […] and have
fun doing so.” —Science Magazine From
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renowned physicist and creator of the YouTube
series “Science without the Gobbledygook,” a
book that takes a no-nonsense approach to life’s
biggest questions, and wrestles with what
physics really says about the human condition
Not only can we not currently explain the origin
of the universe, it is questionable we will ever be
able to explain it. The notion that there are
universes within particles, or that particles are
conscious, is ascientific, as is the hypothesis that
our universe is a computer simulation. On the
other hand, the idea that the universe itself is
conscious is difficult to rule out entirely.
According to Sabine Hossenfelder, it is not a
coincidence that quantum entanglement and
vacuum energy have become the go-to
explanations of alternative healers, or that
people believe their deceased grandmother is
still alive because of quantum mechanics.
Science and religion have the same roots, and
they still tackle some of the same questions:
Where do we come from? Where do we go to?

How much can we know? The area of science
that is closest to answering these questions is
physics. Over the last century, physicists have
learned a lot about which spiritual ideas are still
compatible with the laws of nature. Not always,
though, have they stayed on the scientific side of
the debate. In this lively, thought-provoking
book, Hossenfelder takes on the biggest
questions in physics: Does the past still exist? Do
particles think? Was the universe made for us?
Has physics ruled out free will? Will we ever
have a theory of everything? She lays out how
far physicists are on the way to answering these
questions, where the current limits are, and
what questions might well remain unanswerable
forever. Her book offers a no-nonsense yet
entertaining take on some of the toughest
riddles in existence, and will give the reader a
solid grasp on what we know—and what we
don’t know.
Quantum Enigma - Bruce Rosenblum 2011-08-01
In trying to understand the atom, physicists built
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quantum mechanics, the most successful theory
in science and the basis of one-third of our
economy. They found, to their embarrassment,
that with their theory, physics encounters
consciousness. Authors Bruce Rosenblum and
Fred Kuttner explain all this in non-technical
terms with help from some fanciful stories and
anecdotes about the theory's developers. They
present the quantum mystery honestly,
emphasizing what is and what is not speculation.
Quantum Enigma's description of the
experimental quantum facts, and the quantum
theory explaining them, is undisputed.
Interpreting what it all means, however, is
heatedly controversial. But every interpretation
of quantum physics involves consciousness.
Rosenblum and Kuttner therefore turn to
exploring consciousness itself--and encounter
quantum mechanics. Free will and anthropic
principles become crucial issues, and the
connection of consciousness with the cosmos
suggested by some leading quantum

cosmologists is mind-blowing. Readers are
brought to a boundary where the particular
expertise of physicists is no longer the only sure
guide. They will find, instead, the facts and hints
provided by quantum mechanics and the ability
to speculate for themselves. In the few decades
since the Bell's theorem experiments established
the existence of entanglement (Einstein's
"spooky action"), interest in the foundations, and
the mysteries, of quantum mechanics has
accelerated. In recent years, physicists,
philosophers, computer engineers, and even
biologists have expanded our realization of the
significance of quantum phenomena. This
second edition includes such advances. The
authors have also drawn on many responses
from readers and instructors to improve the
clarity of the book's explanations.
Bedeviled - Jimena Canales 2020-11-10
How scientists through the ages have conducted
thought experiments using imaginary
entities—demons—to test the laws of nature and
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push the frontiers of what is possible Science
may be known for banishing the demons of
superstition from the modern world. Yet just as
the demon-haunted world was being exorcized
by the enlightening power of reason, a new kind
of demon mischievously materialized in the
scientific imagination itself. Scientists began to
employ hypothetical beings to perform certain
roles in thought experiments—experiments that
can only be done in the imagination—and these
impish assistants helped scientists achieve major
breakthroughs that pushed forward the frontiers
of science and technology. Spanning four
centuries of discovery—from René Descartes,
whose demon could hijack sensorial reality, to
James Clerk Maxwell, whose molecular-sized
demon deftly broke the second law of
thermodynamics, to Darwin, Einstein, Feynman,
and beyond—Jimena Canales tells a shadow
history of science and the demons that bedevil it.
She reveals how the greatest scientific thinkers
used demons to explore problems, test the limits

of what is possible, and better understand
nature. Their imaginary familiars helped unlock
the secrets of entropy, heredity, relativity,
quantum mechanics, and other scientific
wonders—and continue to inspire breakthroughs
in the realms of computer science, artificial
intelligence, and economics today. The world
may no longer be haunted as it once was, but the
demons of the scientific imagination are alive
and well, continuing to play a vital role in
scientists' efforts to explore the unknown and
make the impossible real.
Quantum Mind and Social Science Alexander Wendt 2015-04-23
A unique contribution to the understanding of
social science, showing the implications of
quantum physics for the nature of human
society.
Reality Is Not What It Seems - Carlo Rovelli
2017-01-24
“The man who makes physics sexy . . . the
scientist they’re calling the next Stephen
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Hawking.” —The Times Magazine From the New
York Times–bestselling author of Seven Brief
Lessons on Physics, The Order of Time, and
Helgoland, a closer look at the mind-bending
nature of the universe. What are the elementary
ingredients of the world? Do time and space
exist? And what exactly is reality? Theoretical
physicist Carlo Rovelli has spent his life
exploring these questions. He tells us how our
understanding of reality has changed over the
centuries and how physicists think about the
structure of the universe today. In elegant and
accessible prose, Rovelli takes us on a wondrous
journey from Democritus to Albert Einstein, from
Michael Faraday to gravitational waves, and
from classical physics to his own work in
quantum gravity. As he shows us how the idea of
reality has evolved over time, Rovelli offers
deeper explanations of the theories he
introduced so concisely in Seven Brief Lessons
on Physics. This book culminates in a lucid
overview of quantum gravity, the field of

research that explores the quantum nature of
space and time, seeking to unify quantum
mechanics and general relativity. Rovelli invites
us to imagine a marvelous world where space
breaks up into tiny grains, time disappears at
the smallest scales, and black holes are waiting
to explode—a vast universe still largely
undiscovered.
Warped Passages - Lisa Randall 2009-11-10
The universe has many secrets. It may hide
additional dimensions of space other than the
familier three we recognize. There might even
be another universe adjacent to ours, invisible
and unattainable . . . for now. Warped Passages
is a brilliantly readable and altogether
exhilarating journey that tracks the arc of
discovery from early twentieth-century physics
to the razor's edge of modern scientific theory.
One of the world's leading theoretical physicists,
Lisa Randall provides astonishing scientific
possibilities that, until recently, were restricted
to the realm of science fiction. Unraveling the
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twisted threads of the most current debates on
relativity, quantum mechanics, and gravity, she
explores some of the most fundamental
questions posed by Nature—taking us into the
warped, hidden dimensions underpinning the
universe we live in, demystifying the science of
the myriad worlds that may exist just beyond our
own.
Literature and Materialisms - Frederic Neyrat
2020-01-14
Literature and Materialisms sheds light on the
current new wave of materialisms and assesses
the impact on literary theory and criticism. It
maps the similarities and differences between
speculative realism, object-oriented philosophy,
and vitalism. A genealogy of materialisms,
vitalisms, empiricisms, and realist approaches from Heraclitus to Badiou, including Lucretius,
Spinoza, Marx, Althusser, Barad, Spivak,
Deleuze, Bennett, Harman, and other
contemporary thinkers - puts these new trends
into perspective. This book investigates the

relations between literature – from Marquis de
Sade to objectivist poetry - and materialism and
analyses the material aspects of literature, its
structure and texture, its commodification and
its capacity to resist market imperatives. It
explores how literary style might be understood
as a mediation between the ‘immaterial’ and the
concrete features of a text. This volume provides
students and academics with an accessible
overview of the study of literature and
materialism.
When We Cease to Understand the World Benjamin Labatut 2021-09-28
One of The New York Times Book Review’s 10
Best Books of 2021 Shortlisted for the 2021
International Booker Prize and the 2021
National Book Award for Translated Literature A
fictional examination of the lives of real-life
scientists and thinkers whose discoveries
resulted in moral consequences beyond their
imagining. When We Cease to Understand the
World is a book about the complicated links
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between scientific and mathematical discovery,
madness, and destruction. Fritz Haber,
Alexander Grothendieck, Werner Heisenberg,
Erwin Schrödinger—these are some of
luminaries into whose troubled lives Benjamín
Labatut thrusts the reader, showing us how they
grappled with the most profound questions of
existence. They have strokes of unparalleled
genius, alienate friends and lovers, descend into
isolation and insanity. Some of their discoveries
reshape human life for the better; others pave
the way to chaos and unimaginable suffering.
The lines are never clear. At a breakneck pace
and with a wealth of disturbing detail, Labatut
uses the imaginative resources of fiction to tell
the stories of the scientists and mathematicians
who expanded our notions of the possible.
The Cosmic Code - Heinz R. Pagels 2012-02-15
" This is one of the most important books on
quantum mechanics ever written for lay readers,
in which an eminent physicist and successful
science writer, Heinz Pagels, discusses and

explains the core concepts of physics without
resorting to complicated mathematics. "Can be
read by anyone. I heartily recommend it!" -- New
York Times Book Review. 1982 edition"-Information—Consciousness—Reality - James B.
Glattfelder 2019-04-10
This open access book chronicles the rise of a
new scientific paradigm offering novel insights
into the age-old enigmas of existence. Over 300
years ago, the human mind discovered the
machine code of reality: mathematics. By
utilizing abstract thought systems, humans
began to decode the workings of the cosmos.
From this understanding, the current scientific
paradigm emerged, ultimately discovering the
gift of technology. Today, however, our island of
knowledge is surrounded by ever longer shores
of ignorance. Science appears to have hit a dead
end when confronted with the nature of reality
and consciousness. In this fascinating and
accessible volume, James Glattfelder explores a
radical paradigm shift uncovering the ontology
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of reality. It is found to be information-theoretic
and participatory, yielding a computational and
programmable universe.
Quantum Gods - Victor J. Stenger 2009-09-25
Foreword by Michael Shermer, Publisher of
Skeptic Magazine and Monthly Columnist for
Scientific AmericanStenger confronts
mainstream theologians and New Age gurusanyone who tries to link physics to mysticism.
He takes their theories seriously enough to
examine them in detail and he finds that, so far,
none of them live up to the standards of
scientific truth. As we accompany him on his
investigation, he guides us through the most
important concepts in modern physics from
relativity to string theory. The world has needed
a book like this for a long time. If you care about
scientific literacy, Quantum Gods is not
optional.-GEOFF GILPIN, Author of The
Maharishi Effect: A Personal Journey Through
the Movement That Transformed American
SpiritualityPhysics has developed a reputation of

providing support for all sorts of supernatural
beliefs, from old-fashioned religions to New Age
ideas. Quantum physics, especially, seems to
mean 'magic' for too many people. ... Be grateful
for the work of Victor Stenger, who is one of the
best for diligently separating real physics from
popular misconceptions.... Everyone interested
in debates over physics and the supernatural
should read this book.-TANER EDIS, Associate
Professor of Physics, Truman State University;
Author of The Ghost in the Universe and Science
and NonbeliefDoes quantum mechanics show a
connection between the human mind and the
cosmos? Are our brains tuned into a cosmic
consciousness that pervades the universe
enabling us to make our own reality? Do
quantum mechanics and chaos theory provide a
place for God to act in the world without
violating natural laws?Many popular books make
such claims and argue that key developments in
twentieth-century physics, such as the
uncertainty principle and the butterfly effect,
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support the notion that God or a universal mind
acts upon material reality.Physicist Victor J.
Stenger examines these contentions in this
carefully reasoned and incisive analysis of
popular theories that seek to link spirituality to
physics. Throughout the book Stenger alternates
his discussions of popular spirituality with a
survey of what the findings of twentieth-century
physics actually mean. Thus he offers the reader
a useful synopsis of contemporary religious
ideas as well as basic but sophisticated physics
presented in layperson's terms (without
equations).Of particular interest in this book is
Stenger's discussion of a new kind of deism,
which proposes a God who creates a universe
with many possible pathways determined by
chance, but otherwise does not interfere with
the physical world or the lives of humans.
Although it is possible, says Stenger, to conceive
of such a God who plays dice with the universe
and leaves no trace of his role as prime mover,
such a God is a far cry from traditional religious

ideas of God and, in effect, may as well not
exist.Like his bestselling book, God: The Failed
Hypothesis, this new work presents a rigorously
argued challenge to many popular notions of
God and spirituality.Victor Stenger (Lafayette,
CO) is adjunct professor of philosophy at the
University of Colorado and emeritus professor of
physics and astronomy at the University of
Hawaii. He is the author of the New York Times
bestseller God: The Failed Hypothesis, and many
other books, including Has Science Found God?,
The Comprehensible Cosmos, Timeless Reality,
The Unconscious Quantum, and Physics and
Psychics.
The Trouble with Physics - Lee Smolin 2006
A theoretical physicist describes the evolution of
modern-day string theory, the flaws in the
attempt to formulate a "theory of everything" to
explain all the forces and particles of nature and
the origins of the universe, and their
repercussions for physics.
Liberating Sociology: From Newtonian Toward
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Quantum Imaginations: Volume 1: Unriddling
the Quantum Enigma - Mohammad H. Tamdgidi
2020-01-20
In this major new study in the sociology of
scientific knowledge, social theorist Mohammad
H. Tamdgidi reports having unriddled the socalled ‘quantum enigma.’ This book opens the lid
of the Schrödinger’s Cat box of the ‘quantum
enigma’ after decades and finds something both
odd and familiar: Not only the cat is both alive
and dead, it has morphed into an elephant in the
room in whose interpretation Einstein, Bohr,
Bohm, and others were each both right and
wrong because the enigma has acquired both
localized and spread-out features whose
unriddling requires both physics and sociology
amid both transdisciplinary and transcultural
contexts. The book offers, in a transdisciplinary
and transcultural sociology of self-knowledge
framework, a relativistic interpretation to
advance a liberating quantum sociology. Deeper
methodological grounding to further advance

the sociological imagination requires
investigating whether and how relativistic and
quantum scientific revolutions can induce a
liberating reinvention of sociology in favor of
creative research and a just global society. This,
however, necessarily leads us to confront an
elephant in the room, the ‘quantum enigma.’ In
Unriddling the Quantum Enigma, the first
volume of the series commonly titled Liberating
Sociology: From Newtonian toward Quantum
Imaginations, sociologist Mohammad H.
Tamdgidi argues that unriddling the ‘quantum
enigma’ depends on whether and how we
succeed in dehabituating ourselves in favor of
unified relativistic and quantum visions from the
historically and ideologically inherited, classical
Newtonian modes of imagining reality that have
subconsciously persisted in the ways we have
gone about posing and interpreting (or not) the
enigma itself for more than a century. Once this
veil is lifted and the enigma unriddled, he
argues, it becomes possible to reinterpret the
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relativistic and quantum ways of imagining
reality (including social reality) in terms of a
unified, nonreductive, creative dialectic of part
and whole that fosters quantum sociological
imaginations, methods, theories, and practices
favoring liberating and just social outcomes. The
essays in this volume develop a set of relativistic
interpretive solutions to the quantum enigma.
Following a survey of relevant studies, and an
introduction to the transdisciplinary and
transcultural sociology of self-knowledge
framing the study, overviews of Newtonianism,
relativity and quantum scientific revolutions, the
quantum enigma, and its main interpretations to
date are offered. They are followed by a study of
the notion of the “wave-particle duality of light”
and the various experiments associated with the
quantum enigma in order to arrive at a
relativistic interpretation of the enigma, one that
is shown to be capable of critically cohering
other offered interpretations. The book
concludes with a heuristic presentation of the

ontology, epistemology, and methodology of
what Tamdgidi calls the creative dialectics of
reality. The volume essays involve critical,
comparative/integrative reflections on the
relevant works of founding and contemporary
scientists and scholars in the field. This study is
the first in the monograph series “Tayyebeh
Series in East-West Research and Translation” of
Human Architecture: Journal of the Sociology of
Self-Knowledge (XIII, 2020), published by
OKCIR: Omar Khayyam Center for Integrative
Research in Utopia, Mysticism, and Science
(Utopystics). OKCIR is dedicated to exploring, in
a simultaneously world-historical and selfreflective framework, the human search for a
just global society. It aims to develop new
conceptual (methodological, theoretical,
historical), practical, pedagogical, inspirational
and disseminative structures of knowledge
whereby the individual can radically understand
and determine how world-history and her/his
selves constitute one another. Reviews
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“Mohammad H. Tamdgidi’s Liberating
Sociology: From Newtonian Toward Quantum
Imaginations, Volume 1, Unriddling the
Quantum Enigma hits the proverbial nail on the
head of an ongoing problem not only in sociology
but also much social science—namely, many
practitioners’ allegiance, consciously or
otherwise, to persisting conceptions of ‘science’
that get in the way of scientific and other forms
of theoretical advancement. Newtonianism has
achieved the status of an idol and its
methodology a fetish, the consequence of which
is an ongoing failure to think through important
problems of uncertainty, indeterminacy,
multivariation, multidisciplinarity, and false
dilemmas of individual agency versus structure,
among many others. Tamdgidi has done great
service to social thought by bringing to the fore
this problem of disciplinary decadence and
offering, in effect, a call for its teleological
suspension—thinking beyond
disciplinarity—through drawing upon and

communicating with the resources of quantum
theory not as a fetish but instead as an opening
for other possibilities of social, including human,
understanding. The implications are far-reaching
as they offer, as the main title attests, liberating
sociology from persistent epistemic shackles and
thus many disciplines and fields connected to
things ‘social.’ This is exciting work. A triumph!
The reader is left with enthusiasm for the second
volume and theorists of many kinds with
proverbial work to be done.” — Professor Lewis
R. Gordon, Honorary President of the Global
Center for Advanced Studies and author of
Disciplinary Decadence: Living Thought in
Trying Times (Routledge/Paradigm, 2006), and
Freedom, Justice, and Decolonization
(Routledge, forthcoming 2020) "Social sciences
are still using metatheoretical models of science
based on 19th century newtonian concepts of
"time and space". Mohammad H. Tamdgidi has
produced a 'tour de force' in social theory
leaving behind the old newtonian worldview that
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still informs the social sciences towards a 21st
century non-dualistic, non-reductionist,
transcultural, transdisciplinary, post-Einsteinian
quantum concept of TimeSpace. Tamdgidi goes
beyond previous efforts done by titans of social
theory such as Immanuel Wallerstein and
Kyriakos Kontopoulos. This book is a quantum
leap in the social sciences at large. Tamdgidi
decolonizes the social sciences away from its
Eurocentric colonial foundations bringing it
closer not only to contemporary natural sciences
but also to its convergence with the old Eastern
philosophical and mystical worldviews. This
book is a masterpiece in social theory for a 21st
century decolonial social science. A must read!"
— Professor Ramon Grosfoguel, University of
California at Berkeley "Tamdgidi’s Liberating
Sociology succeeds in adding physical structures
to the breadth of the world-changing vision of C.
Wright Mills, the man who mentored me at
Columbia. Relativity theory and quantum
mechanics can help us to understand the human

universe no less than the physical universe. Just
as my Creating Life Before Death challenges
bureaucracy’s conformist orientation, so does
Liberating Sociology“liberate the infinite
possibilities inherent in us.” Given our isolation
in the Coronavirus era, we have time to follow
Tamdgidi in his journey into the depth of inner
space, where few men have gone before. It is
there that we can gain emotional strength, just
as Churchill, Roosevelt and Mandela empowered
themselves. That personal development was
needed to address not only their own personal
problems, but also the mammoth problems of
their societies. We must learn to do the same."
— Bernard Phillips, Emeritus Sociology
Professor, Boston University
The Quantum University - Perry R. Rettig
2021-01-10
The Quantum University begins with an analysis
of the current state of higher education
organizational structure and leadership based on
classical scientific approaches. It then focuses
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briefly why the classical approaches are
inappropriate for human organization, such as
universities. From this baseline, the book shares
descriptions of quantum physics, ecology, chaos
theory, and other newer sciences. These
sciences provide us important lessons for how
we run our universities. These new sciences are
a much cleaner fit and metaphor for our
institutional structures and leadership models.
The Quantum University finishes with a
thorough investigation of what a new university
structure would look like and the type of
leadership it would need. Each chapter is
accompanied with a guest essay written by
different practitioners from across the nation. In
addition, each chapter shares a fictitious story of
“Leslie.” She is a new board of trustee member
and struggles with her leadership role. By the
end of the book, her insights have provided a
new direction not only for herself, but also for
the university.
Farewell to Reality - Jim Baggott 2021-11-15

From acclaimed science author Jim Baggot, a
lively, provocative, and “intellectually gratifying”
critique of modern theoretical physics (The
Economist). In this stunning new volume, Jim
Baggott argues that there is no observational or
experimental evidence for many of the ideas of
modern theoretical physics: super-symmetric
particles, superstrings, the multiverse, the
holographic principle, or the anthropic
cosmological principle. These theories are not
only untrue, it is not even science. It is fairy-tale
physics: fantastical, bizarre and often
outrageous, perhaps even confidence-trickery.
This book provides a much-needed antidote.
Informed, comprehensive, and balanced, it offers
lay readers the latest ideas about the nature of
physical reality while clearly distinguishing
between fact and fantasy. With its engaging
portraits of many central figures of modern
physics, including Paul Davies, John Barrow,
Brian Greene, Stephen Hawking, and Leonard
Susskind, it promises to be essential reading for
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all readers interested in what we know and
don''''t know about the nature of the universe
and reality itself.
The Fabric of Reality - David Deutsch
2011-04-14
An extraordinary and challenging synthesis of
ideas uniting Quantum Theory, and the theories
of Computation, Knowledge and Evolution,
Deutsch's extraordinary book explores the deep
connections between these strands which reveal
the fabric of realityin which human actions and
ideas play essential roles.
Something Deeply Hidden - Sean Carroll
2020-09-01
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A
Science News favorite science book of 2019 As
you read these words, copies of you are being
created. Sean Carroll, theoretical physicist and
one of this world’s most celebrated writers on
science, rewrites the history of twentiethcentury physics. Already hailed as a
masterpiece, Something Deeply Hidden shows

for the first time that facing up to the essential
puzzle of quantum mechanics utterly transforms
how we think about space and time. His
reconciling of quantum mechanics with
Einstein’s theory of relativity changes, well,
everything. Most physicists haven’t even
recognized the uncomfortable truth: Physics has
been in crisis since 1927. Quantum mechanics
has always had obvious gaps—which have come
to be simply ignored. Science popularizers keep
telling us how weird it is, how impossible it is to
understand. Academics discourage students
from working on the "dead end" of quantum
foundations. Putting his professional reputation
on the line with this audacious yet entirely
reasonable book, Carroll says that the crisis can
now come to an end. We just have to accept that
there is more than one of us in the universe.
There are many, many Sean Carrolls. Many of
every one of us. Copies of you are generated
thousands of times per second. The ManyWorlds theory of quantum behavior says that
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every time there is a quantum event, a world
splits off with everything in it the same, except
in that other world the quantum event didn't
happen. Step-by-step in Carroll's uniquely lucid
way, he tackles the major objections to this
otherworldly revelation until his case is
inescapably established. Rarely does a book so
fully reorganize how we think about our place in
the universe. We are on the threshold of a new
understanding—of where we are in the cosmos,
and what we are made of.
The Veil of Isis - Pierre Hadot 2006
Nearly twenty-five hundred years ago the Greek
thinker Heraclitus supposedly uttered the
cryptic words "Phusis kruptesthai philei." How
the aphorism, usually translated as "Nature
loves to hide," has haunted Western culture ever
since is the subject of this engaging study by
Pierre Hadot. Taking the allegorical figure of the
veiled goddess Isis as a guide, and drawing on
the work of both the ancients and later thinkers
such as Goethe, Rilke, Wittgenstein, and

Heidegger, Hadot traces successive
interpretations of Heraclitus' words. Over time,
Hadot finds, "Nature loves to hide" has meant
that all that lives tends to die; that Nature wraps
herself in myths; and (for Heidegger) that Being
unveils as it veils itself. Meanwhile the
pronouncement has been used to explain
everything from the opacity of the natural world
to our modern angst. From these kaleidoscopic
exegeses and usages emerge two contradictory
approaches to nature: the Promethean, or
experimental-questing, approach, which
embraces technology as a means of tearing the
veil from Nature and revealing her secrets; and
the Orphic, or contemplative-poetic, approach,
according to which such a denuding of Nature is
a grave trespass. In place of these two attitudes
Hadot proposes one suggested by the Romantic
vision of Rousseau, Goethe, and Schelling, who
saw in the veiled Isis an allegorical expression of
the sublime. "Nature is art and art is nature,"
Hadot writes, inviting us to embrace Isis and all
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she represents: art makes us intensely aware of
how completely we ourselves are not merely
surrounded by nature but also part of nature.
Quantum Field Theory in a Nutshell - A. Zee
2010-02-01
A fully updated edition of the classic text by
acclaimed physicist A. Zee Since it was first
published, Quantum Field Theory in a Nutshell
has quickly established itself as the most
accessible and comprehensive introduction to
this profound and deeply fascinating area of
theoretical physics. Now in this fully revised and
expanded edition, A. Zee covers the latest
advances while providing a solid conceptual
foundation for students to build on, making this
the most up-to-date and modern textbook on
quantum field theory available. This expanded
edition features several additional chapters, as
well as an entirely new section describing recent
developments in quantum field theory such as
gravitational waves, the helicity spinor
formalism, on-shell gluon scattering, recursion

relations for amplitudes with complex momenta,
and the hidden connection between Yang-Mills
theory and Einstein gravity. Zee also provides
added exercises, explanations, and examples, as
well as detailed appendices, solutions to selected
exercises, and suggestions for further reading.
The most accessible and comprehensive
introductory textbook available Features a fully
revised, updated, and expanded text Covers the
latest exciting advances in the field Includes new
exercises Offers a one-of-a-kind resource for
students and researchers Leading universities
that have adopted this book include: Arizona
State University Boston University Brandeis
University Brown University California Institute
of Technology Carnegie Mellon College of
William & Mary Cornell Harvard University
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Northwestern University Ohio State University
Princeton University Purdue University - Main
Campus Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Rutgers University - New Brunswick Stanford
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University University of California - Berkeley
University of Central Florida University of
Chicago University of Michigan University of
Montreal University of Notre Dame Vanderbilt
University Virginia Tech University
QBism - Hans Christian von Baeyer 2016-10-03
Short for Quantum Bayesianism, QBism adapts
conventional features of quantum mechanics in
light of a revised understanding of probability.
Using commonsense language, without the
equations or weirdness of conventional quantum
theory, Hans Christian von Baeyer clarifies the
meaning of quantum mechanics and suggests a
new approach to general physics.
Hypnosis Gothic Psychology - Michaela
Niculescu 2019-09-10
At the turn of the nineteenth century, Europeans
started a spectacular quest for the mind or the
psyche as that positivity which defines a subject
while at the same time separating one
subjectivity from another. The positivist context
invented an object of study called mind and tried

to define it as that which can become subject to
ʿinfluenceʾ in Alison Winter's sense. My project is
given to exploring the specific ways in which the
intimacy of minds seen as bodily intimacy was
articulated at the turn of the nineteenth century
in England and Europe, at the dawn of a new
science of the human psyche, psychology, and
two ʿpseudosciencesʾ, psychoanalysis and
psychical research, whose aim was that of
understanding what communication between
subjects meant and how one subject was likely
to ʿinfluenceʾ another by acting on him or her.
Michaela Niculescu
After Physics - David Z. Albert 2015
Here the philosopher and physicist David Z
Albert argues, among other things, that the
difference between past and future can be
understood as a mechanical phenomenon of
nature and that quantum mechanics makes it
impossible to present the entirety of what can be
said about the world as a narrative of “befores”
and “afters.”
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Our Mathematical Universe - Max Tegmark
2015-02-03
Max Tegmark leads us on an astonishing journey
through past, present and future, and through
the physics, astronomy and mathematics that
are the foundation of his work, most particularly
his hypothesis that our physical reality is a
mathematical structure and his theory of the
ultimate multiverse. In a dazzling combination of
both popular and groundbreaking science, he
not only helps us grasp his often mind-boggling
theories, but he also shares with us some of the
often surprising triumphs and disappointments
that have shaped his life as a scientist.
Fascinating from first to last—this is a book that
has already prompted the attention and
admiration of some of the most prominent
scientists and mathematicians.
Philosophy of Physics - Tim Maudlin 2019-03-19
A sophisticated and original introduction to the
philosophy of quantum mechanics from one of
the world’s leading philosophers of physics In

this book, Tim Maudlin, one of the world’s
leading philosophers of physics, offers a
sophisticated, original introduction to the
philosophy of quantum mechanics. The briefest,
clearest, and most refined account of his
influential approach to the subject, the book will
be invaluable to all students of philosophy and
physics. Quantum mechanics holds a unique
place in the history of physics. It has produced
the most accurate predictions of any scientific
theory, but, more astonishing, there has never
been any agreement about what the theory
implies about physical reality. Maudlin argues
that the very term “quantum theory” is a
misnomer. A proper physical theory should
clearly describe what is there and what it
does—yet standard textbooks present quantum
mechanics as a predictive recipe in search of a
physical theory. In contrast, Maudlin explores
three proper theories that recover the quantum
predictions: the indeterministic wavefunction
collapse theory of Ghirardi, Rimini, and Weber;
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the deterministic particle theory of deBroglie
and Bohm; and the conceptually challenging
Many Worlds theory of Everett. Each offers a
radically different proposal for the nature of
physical reality, but Maudlin shows that none of
them are what they are generally taken to be.
Quantum Entanglement for Babies - Chris
Ferrie 2017-07-04
Finally, a scientific series that treats babies like
the geniuses they are! With scientific and
mathematical information from an expert, this is
the perfect book for the next Einstein. Written
by an expert, Quantum Entanglement for Babies
is a colorfully simple introduction to one of
nature's weirdest phenomenons. Babies (and
grownups!) will learn about the wild world of
quantum particles. With a tongue-in-cheek
approach that adults will love, this installment of
the Baby University board book series is the
perfect way to introduce basic concepts to even
the youngest scientists. After all, it's never too
early to become a quantum physicist! Baby

University: It only takes a small spark to ignite a
child's mind.
Creating a Physical Biology - Phillip R. Sloan
2011-12-01
In 1935 geneticist Nikolai Timoféeff-Ressovsky,
radiation physicist Karl G. Zimmer, and quantum
physicist Max Delbrück published “On the
Nature of Gene Mutation and Gene Structure,”
known subsequently as the “Three-Man Paper.”
This seminal paper advanced work on the
physical exploration of the structure of the gene
through radiation physics and suggested ways in
which physics could reveal definite information
about gene structure, mutation, and action.
Representing a new level of collaboration
between physics and biology, it played an
important role in the birth of the new field of
molecular biology. The paper’s results were
popularized for a wide audience in the What is
Life? lectures of physicist Erwin Schrödinger in
1944. Despite its historical impact on the
biological sciences, the paper has remained
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largely inaccessible because it was only
published in a short-lived German periodical.
Creating a Physical Biology makes the Three
Man Paper available in English for the first time.
Brandon Fogel’s translation is accompanied by
an introductory essay by Fogel and Phillip Sloan
and a set of essays by leading historians and
philosophers of biology that explore the context,
contents, and subsequent influence of the paper,
as well as its importance for the wider
philosophical analysis of biological reductionism.
Nature Loves to Hide The Eye That Sees Itself - Shimon Malin 2004
"The Eye That Sees Itself" is a collection of
small, gem-like essays, exploring the vast
domains that open up when one transcends the
subject/object mode of perception. They were
written by renowned physicist Shimon Malin
over a period of twenty years. Combining simple
metaphors with a profound perspective based on
his own experiences, he leads the reader to new

thresholds of awareness.
The Case Against Reality: Why Evolution Hid the
Truth from Our Eyes - Donald Hoffman
2019-08-13
Can we trust our senses to tell us the truth?
Challenging leading scientific theories that claim
that our senses report back objective reality,
cognitive scientist Donald Hoffman argues that
while we should take our perceptions seriously,
we should not take them literally. How can it be
possible that the world we see is not objective
reality? And how can our senses be useful if they
are not communicating the truth? Hoffman
grapples with these questions and more over the
course of this eye-opening work. Ever since
Homo sapiens has walked the earth, natural
selection has favored perception that hides the
truth and guides us toward useful action,
shaping our senses to keep us alive and
reproducing. We observe a speeding car and do
not walk in front of it; we see mold growing on
bread and do not eat it. These impressions,
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though, are not objective reality. Just like a file
icon on a desktop screen is a useful symbol
rather than a genuine representation of what a
computer file looks like, the objects we see every
day are merely icons, allowing us to navigate the
world safely and with ease. The real-world
implications for this discovery are huge. From
examining why fashion designers create clothes
that give the illusion of a more “attractive” body
shape to studying how companies use color to
elicit specific emotions in consumers, and even
dismantling the very notion that spacetime is
objective reality, The Case Against Reality dares
us to question everything we thought we knew
about the world we see.
Quantum - Manjit Kumar 2008-10-02
'This is about gob-smacking science at the far
end of reason ... Take it nice and easy and
savour the experience of your mind being blown
without recourse to hallucinogens' Nicholas
Lezard, Guardian For most people, quantum
theory is a byword for mysterious, impenetrable

science. And yet for many years it was equally
baffling for scientists themselves. In this
magisterial book, Manjit Kumar gives a dramatic
and superbly-written history of this fundamental
scientific revolution, and the divisive debate at
its core. Quantum theory looks at the very
building blocks of our world, the particles and
processes without which it could not exist. Yet
for 60 years most physicists believed that
quantum theory denied the very existence of
reality itself. In this tour de force of science
history, Manjit Kumar shows how the golden age
of physics ignited the greatest intellectual
debate of the twentieth century. Quantum theory
is weird. In 1905, Albert Einstein suggested that
light was a particle, not a wave, defying a
century of experiments. Werner Heisenberg's
uncertainty principle and Erwin Schrodinger's
famous dead-and-alive cat are similarly strange.
As Niels Bohr said, if you weren't shocked by
quantum theory, you didn't really understand it.
While "Quantum" sets the science in the context
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of the great upheavals of the modern age,
Kumar's centrepiece is the conflict between
Einstein and Bohr over the nature of reality and
the soul of science. 'Bohr brainwashed a whole
generation of physicists into believing that the
problem had been solved', lamented the Nobel
Prize-winning physicist Murray Gell-Mann. But
in "Quantum", Kumar brings Einstein back to the
centre of the quantum debate. "Quantum" is the
essential read for anyone fascinated by this
complex and thrilling story and by the band of
brilliant men at its heart.
Helgoland - Carlo Rovelli 2021-05-25
Named a Best Book of 2021 by the Financial
Times and a Best Science Book of 2021 by The
Guardian “Rovelli is a genius and an amazing
communicator… This is the place where science
comes to life.” ―Neil Gaiman “One of the
warmest, most elegant and most lucid
interpreters to the laity of the dazzling enigmas
of his discipline...[a] momentous book” ―John
Banville, The Wall Street Journal A startling new

look at quantum theory, from the New York
Times bestselling author of Seven Brief Lessons
on Physics, The Order of Time, and
Anaximander. One of the world's most renowned
theoretical physicists, Carlo Rovelli has
entranced millions of readers with his singular
perspective on the cosmos. In Helgoland, he
examines the enduring enigma of quantum
theory. The quantum world Rovelli describes is
as beautiful as it is unnerving. Helgoland is a
treeless island in the North Sea where the
twenty-three-year-old Werner Heisenberg made
the crucial breakthrough for the creation of
quantum mechanics, setting off a century of
scientific revolution. Full of alarming ideas
(ghost waves, distant objects that seem to be
magically connected, cats that appear both dead
and alive), quantum physics has led to countless
discoveries and technological advancements.
Today our understanding of the world is based
on this theory, yet it is still profoundly
mysterious. As scientists and philosophers
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continue to fiercely debate the meaning of the
theory, Rovelli argues that its most unsettling
contradictions can be explained by seeing the
world as fundamentally made of relationships
rather than substances. We and everything
around us exist only in our interactions with one
another. This bold idea suggests new directions
for thinking about the structure of reality and
even the nature of consciousness. Rovelli makes
learning about quantum mechanics an almost
psychedelic experience. Shifting our perspective
once again, he takes us on a riveting journey
through the universe so we can better
comprehend our place in it.
Secret Body - Jeffrey J. Kripal 2017-11-14
This latest work by the renowned historian of
religions Jeffrey Kripal crystallizes his twentyfive years of work on two aspects of the
contemporary study of religion: the erotic
expression of mystical experience and the rise of
the paranormal in American culture. Combining
elements of memoir, manifesto, and anthology (a

Kripal Reader, as it were), Secret Body reveals
Kripal's oeuvre not as a series of disconnected
books but as a dynamic corpus with the potential
to renew and reshape the study of religion.
Kripal explains how this oeuvre came about with
his trademark humor and honesty, answers his
censors and critics, and lays the foundation for a
future theory of religion grounded in the cosmic
nature of consciousness as such. No one
interested in the history of religion and the
erotic dimension of mysticism can afford to
overlook Kripal's latest, his definitive intellectual
self-portrait.
The Strange World of Quantum Mechanics Daniel F. Styer 2000-02-24
This is an exceptionally accessible, accurate, and
non-technical introduction to quantum
mechanics. After briefly summarizing the
differences between classical and quantum
behaviour, this engaging account considers the
Stern-Gerlach experiment and its implications,
treats the concepts of probability, and then
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discusses the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox
and Bell's theorem. Quantal interference and the
concept of amplitudes are introduced and the
link revealed between probabilities and the
interference of amplitudes. Quantal amplitude is
employed to describe interference effects. Final
chapters explore exciting new developments in
quantum computation and cryptography,
discover the unexpected behaviour of a quantal
bouncing-ball, and tackle the challenge of
describing a particle with no position. Thoughtprovoking problems and suggestions for further
reading are included. Suitable for use as a
course text, The Strange World of Quantum
Mechanics enables students to develop a
genuine understanding of the domain of the very
small. It will also appeal to general readers
seeking intellectual adventure.
Beyond Weird - Philip Ball 2018-10-18
“Anyone who is not shocked by quantum theory
has not understood it.” Since Niels Bohr said
this many years ago, quantum mechanics has

only been getting more shocking. We now
realize that it’s not really telling us that “weird”
things happen out of sight, on the tiniest level, in
the atomic world: rather, everything is quantum.
But if quantum mechanics is correct, what
seems obvious and right in our everyday world is
built on foundations that don’t seem obvious or
right at all—or even possible. An exhilarating
tour of the contemporary quantum landscape,
Beyond Weird is a book about what quantum
physics really means—and what it doesn’t.
Science writer Philip Ball offers an up-to-date,
accessible account of the quest to come to grips
with the most fundamental theory of physical
reality, and to explain how its counterintuitive
principles underpin the world we experience.
Over the past decade it has become clear that
quantum physics is less a theory about particles
and waves, uncertainty and fuzziness, than a
theory about information and knowledge—about
what can be known, and how we can know it.
Discoveries and experiments over the past few
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decades have called into question the meanings
and limits of space and time, cause and effect,
and, ultimately, of knowledge itself. The

quantum world Ball shows us isn’t a different
world. It is our world, and if anything deserves
to be called “weird,” it’s us.
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